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About This Game

An epic new strategy game like you’ve never seen before; Deck Casters fuses deck building with RTS and MOBA Gameplay
into one incredible experience. Play as an arcane mage and craft battle decks to unleash powerful spells and hordes of creatures
to defeat your opponent. Fast-paced 1v1 or 2v2 multiplayer arena duels require quick-thinking as you race to capture and fortify

strategic points on the map to dominate the battlefield.

Wield the five elements of Light Dark, Water, Fire, and Earth and learn to master the creatures and spells that each brings their
strengths and distinctive playstyles to the game. Stick to one or mix-and-match your favorites to create devastating card combos.

Build your deck, focus your energy and prepare to experience a completely new kind of strategy game.

(Deck Casters is the PC version of the smash hit PS4 title ArmaGallant: Decks of Destiny which sold 60,000 copies and was
Worldwide Winner of WarGaming Labs Development Contest)

 KEY FEATURES
Experience an entirely new kind of strategic gameplay - Deck Casters blends the tactical and strategic gameplay elements of

deck-building, RTS, and MOBA games in one powerful package

Deploy Powerful Spells and Creatures
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- capture strategic points on the battlefield and dominate your opponent

 Master the 5 Elements
- Light, Dark, Water, Fire, and Earth each have their own powerful spells and creatures

 Craft the ultimate battle deck
– select a Champion and learn to evolve and master the various deck combinations to create a deck worthy of the Elements

 Execute your strategies in real-time
- compete with online players or test out your battle tactics against the AI

 Gather Your Friends
– engage in thrilling 1v1 or 2v2 online match-ups. Team up with friends to create cooperative synergistic decks or climb the

ranks as a solo player to be the ultimate Deck Caster

 No micro-transactions
– All cards are unlocked right at the start of the game, what you pay is what you get. Explore all the cards and different

strategies at your own pace. No leveling up required.
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Title: Deck Casters
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Rock Nano Global
Publisher:
Rock Nano Global
Release Date: 10 Jan, 2018
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steam on steam, well that won't be confusing.
if you dont like reading there is a video at the end
This is a game about transporting goods over train tracks from one city to another, where upon arrival of the good you can
choose the reap the money or gain victory points. the maps are 10 turns long and can support up to 5 players. The game is fun to
play and has a decent ammount of dept but.... and this is a major but... 10 turns feels way to short, you are finally set up and the
game is alreadu over kinda short, not only that but you get only 2 MAPS for 10 dollar?! I am sorry but that is way to little for
that asking price.

all in aal a decent game bnut the ammount of maps\/length of the maps drags it down to not recommended, if they add
more\/longer maps then I would say go and buy it but if they add 5 dollars for every map then my review stands and that is, dont
buy it
video: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=aUueucYiEhc. Short yet nice holiday visual novel, very nice artwork :D. Fun to
play when high. Fun combat.....But thats about it.. This is the best game that no one is playing. Gameplay is solid, action is
relentless, combat is unforgiving. Figure it's like Top Gun, but better since A) there's no awkward bromance with Goose, b)
your GF doesn't turn out to be a lesbian. It's only missing some epic karaokes.

FUN FACT: people giving this game a thumbs down are actually up-voting while inverted. 10/10 will refurbish MiG parts
again!. I was sitting down at work about three days ago, thinking to myself "I just want a shooter that makes absolutely no sense.
Something where you're flying around, shooting people and stuff"--This is the exact type of game I was thinking about.
No body was playing when I was playing, but even just playing with bots was AMAZING.
Love it, 7/10
Hope more people play and that's all I can say.. This is a great game, and it's very relaxing, especially to someone like me that
suffers from generalized anxiety disorder. Sometimes, it's good to appreciate a game that you don't have time-limits, enemies,
etc. and just have a fun time trying out new plants and fulfilling requests.

There are a few bugs within the game, thankfully nothing game-breaking, and the majority of these will most likely be fixed
with patches in time.
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A very well done VR FPS! got on special and is good for the money.
Music is really good and adds to the game, i really liked the non-complicated cartoon gfx (wasn't expecting to!) and the mixed
levels with all the different bad guys/girls/aliens/robots/things etc... you get the picture
On normal settings its not to hard and completed the game in 2hr and a bit hours.
The free motion controls work really well and smooth on default setting using 980ti and 6700k (4.6 oc), no sickness at all.
Game says there is a new level coming for haloween
Hopefully the Devs will expand this game or make other VR games, as this is a great example.

Just seen october 2nd patch with more levels to come every month :-) what are you waiting for?. This is the perfect party game.
Really nice!. This game have very bad controls... WHY ISN'T THIS TETRIS
GAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH. Patience is a pretty boring game that you can play for free. This isn't even
proper Patience, it's some bizarro American version. They added a cute environment, jokers and special cards but it's still a
rather boring game. Go play Freecell instead. :P. Best Call of Duty game out there. A wonderful squeal to Black Ops 3. It
deserves game of the year award.

10/10. Disappointing despite the graphical facelift. I guess I was expecting a little more than an exact replica of the original
game.. good♥♥♥♥♥♥go౦ԁ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ thats ✔ some good��♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥right����there������ right✔there ✔✔if i do
ƽaү so my self �� i say so �� thats what im talking about right there right there (chorus: ʳᶦᵍʰᵗ ᵗʰᵉʳᵉ) mMMMMᎷМ�� ����
��НO0ОଠOOOOOОଠଠOoooᵒᵒᵒᵒᵒᵒᵒᵒᵒ�� ���� �� �� �� �� �� �� ����Good♥♥♥♥♥♥br>

I'd bathe with Dandy again any day.
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